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The relevance of the duplicate reading Claudia Peill suggests, is to turn over a

fracture, or the passagge from the fetichization of the language of photography to an

experimental-instrumental language. Photograghic signs are not art per se, as marble

is not a sculpture per se. It becomes artistic language, provocative and engracing,

only when it transforms itself from informative to formative language, rc glossema,

structural element of a polysemantic language, conjugating linguistic sign and ard-

stic language. Like dreans, figurations appear at first reading deprived of any mea-

ning. They simply present a sequence of photograms, "photo-graphs", "photo-

graph-signs", images taken in a serial sequence of continuous and discontinuous

dots, a synthesis of photograms that Moholy-Nagy significatively distinguishes from

photography. A photogram tends to transform the technique oflinguistic investiga-

tion from an instrument with which register realiry to an artistic investigation of
andpic and symbolic form of representation, of self-reflexive character. In the work

of Claudia Peill, the aesthedc-conceptual language is associated with an apparently

aesthetic-surrealisdc language: images totally alike' even obvious, are combined in a

context apparently incongruous, which is nonetheless scandalously explicalbe and

enigmatic.

Images gain signification when they lose their indifference toward present

history when they become sorrowful representations of a condition transforming

disarticulated images into allusions to ancient forms of symbolic reclusion. The

symbolic murder of the womant body becomes the non-said, the inexpressible.

Others often search for us, not in order to find us but to find themselves, in the

same way in which we search ourselves in order to find the others. 'We cannot get

out of the furrow the environmental niche has impressed on the vergin wax of our

memory. In the underground world of the idea-image, pieces of women's bodies

and children deprived of their infancy suggest the broken ideals of a given sociery,

from an artistic poinr of view. A certain kind of dynamic autonomy, subjeai as objeas.
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The "body'' is cartographically sub-divided and made bearer of meaning. A
meaning stemming exclusively from external relations, which is however perceived

as an interior essence or condition, as an object ofglance. The economy ofthis pro-

duction is the same economy that produces the sexual fetiche or - better still - the

same economy where the idiom of the fetiche produces the concept of incomplite-

ness, the in-complete object of glance. In Apnea, one of the most representative work

of Claudia Peill, the artist observes a body whose posture induces one to think to

the most mysterious of all external evidences so far known. tVe know nothing of
what this body sees and thinks ofthe world and ofus, ofour and his body, ofour
and his spirit, of our and his history. A body which is a subject-object symbolically

inanimate. A body without defence, disarticulated, divided as the consciousness of
the history of oblivion. It is very slim, almost frail, the legs are even more beautiful

than the body, dis-connected from the body. Our in-capaciry to see, to go forward,
makes us understand that it is possible to ignore what the eyes see, what the hands

cannot touch, a body disarticulated through centuries of oblivion and forgetfulness.
'We thus experience once again our ignorance.

In Fuori luogo, the cartography of the fragmented body becomes the symbo-

lic universe of a separation between the breast, the legs, and the eyes, pieces of a

long course of incompleteness, of the inabiliry to read the womant body if not by

fragments. lfhere bodyness and conscience, outside and inside merge, as time does.

The divided and fragmented body becomes a body-site of undifferentiated affecti-

vity, subject-object free frorn identity bonds, dissolved from gender historicity, a figure

"decentralized" and "deconstructed", by no mean female. Nonetheless each piece of
that body testifies in itself the totaly, as in Una volta. The hand, the eyes, the face,

the legs, the arms, the breath, the temples - temples as time -, the representation of
the body as the body of art, all incorporate in their own sign the collective memory

of culture. Children and women, bodies de-constructed, incomplete, taken in their
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inanimated ambiguiry selfs who are not themseves, which cease to be bearers of life
and become mataphors of death. Violence without future, images apparendy joyous,

which are figures really inert, bio-dimensional.

Frames disconnect the continuity of pictures. Ir appears as if they produce in
themseves deep tears in the skin, in a tormenting play of continuiry and disconti-

nuiry that aggravates the painflul course of the artist. Gars that originate their mea-

ning in the artist-womant memory and symbolic. The body is not the place of indi-
vidual and social reproduction, but a transition from the human to the non-human,

a body's thefi, an in-complete object of glance. A kind of demystification of the subject

totaliry intended as subject of knowledge. The transfer of the gender issue in a

historical and purely textual figure of womanliness, or tle relocation of the sexual

basis of gender well beyond a subject thinking in universalistic rerms, is the constanr

way used to ri-propose the deep-rooted habit of negating the universalistic character

ofgender, its self-representation consciousness ofrealiry as a decentrdized subject.

Yo-yo is the non written page of such de-construcdon, allowing the arrist to

unveil the complicity between knowledge and power, rendering the body - better

still the bodies, both of women and children - part of a disintegrated moltitude of
subjects suffering that de-composition. Subjects impudendy unheard. The horizon-

tal qualiry oî day|y life becomes part of the artt vertical space.

The tension of images is dramatic. The duplicate and ambiguous figures - loca-

ted between art and life and deprived of identiry - look like images emerging from a
secret dream, to which the black and white technique - and the cltiaro-scuro - confer

a sensation of infinite solitude.
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